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My invention relates to a packing and cushion 

ing element and has for its principal object, the 
provision of a relatively simple, practical and in 
expensive element composed principally of thin, 
flexible material that is cut, arranged and associ 
ated with a facing sheet of thin, flexible mate 
rial, so as to provide a packing sheet having a 
substantial degree of resiliency and consequently 
producing cushioning and protective effects while 
in use for packing and protective purposes. 
A further object of my invention is, to provide 

a highly effective packing element that is inex 
pensive of manufacture, thus enabling the prod 
uct to be economically used for the packing and 
protection of furniture, bric-a-brac, glass and 
china Ware, and other fragile articles, when the 
same are packed for transportation. 
A further object of my invention is, to provide 

a packing element of the character referred to 
that may be advantageously used as an under 
lying pad or lining for floor covers, such as 
carpets and rugs, in which either the lining or 
pad is treated so as to provide effective protec 
tion against moths and other insects. 
A further object of my invention is, to provide 

a packing and cushioning element wherein the 
main body thereof may be manufactured from 
Waste material, for instance, discarded news 
papers, magazines, or the like. - 
A further object of my invention is, to provide 

a flexible resilient element that may be utilized 
as an inexpensive and effective insulation against 
Sound and varying temperatures. 
With the foregoing and other objects in view, 

my invention consists in certain novel features 
of Construction and arrangement of parts that 
Will be hereinafter more fully described and 
claimed and illustrated in the accompanying 
drawing in which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a strip of thin, 
flexible material having a portion crimped and 
folded to form the main body portion of the 
packing element. 

Fig. 2 is a plan view of a portion of a packing 
element constructed in accordance with my in 
Vention. . 

Fig. 3 is an elevational view of a portion of the 
element with the crimped and folded member 
applied to One side of a facing or backing sheet. 

Fig. 4 is a side elevational view of a modified 
construction wherein the crimped, flexible mem 
bers are applied to both sides of a sheet of thin, 
flexible material. 

Fig. 5 is an elevational view of a modified con 
struction wherein the folded and crimped strips 
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are arranged between two facing sheets of thin, 
flexible material. . . . . . . . . 
In the production of my improved packing 

product, narrow strips of uniform width are pro 
duced from thin, flexible material, such as paper, 
Cellophane, or in some instances fabric, and, 
these strips are crimped and folded transversely 
So as to produce substantially rectangular sec 
tions that are compacted or pressed against 
each other so as to produce an elongated flexible 
body 2 and which latter has uniform width and 
height throughout its length. 
These bodies of crimped and folded material 

may be produced in any suitable manner and by 
the use of suitable mechanism, for instance, 
sheets of paper or other thin, flexible material, 
may be cut into narrow strips and at the time 
the strips are formed, or immediately thereafter, 
they are crimped and folded to form the elon 
gated rectangular bodies composed of the layers 
or sections f. . ... 

For all practical purposes in cushioning furni 
ture, bric-a-brac, and the like, that is being 
packed for storage or transportation, I prefer to 
form these flexible members with cross sectional 
dimensions of approximately a quarter or five 
sixteenths of an inch and with a length of from 
four to ten inches. . 

After the bodies 2 have been formed, they are 
applied to a flat facing or backing sheet 3, pref 
erably thin, flexible material, such as paper, light 
weight cardboard, fabric, or the like, with the 
Cut edges on the lower ends of the sections, f, 
or the edges that contact with the sheet 3, se 
cured thereto by suitable adhesive, preferably 
Water-proof glue. , . . . . . . . 
The bodies of crimped and folded material may 

be placed on the backing or facing sheet in pre 
determined regular arrangement, although I 
prefer to place said bodies on the sheet in ir 
regular or "hit and miss' arrangement, so as to 
more effectively resist strains resulting from 
preSSure and which would otherwise tend to crush 
the folded strips. 
Thus when the elongated flexible bodies of 

folded material are mounted on the facing or 
backing sheet, the edges at the lower ends of the 
bodies are secured to the sheet and the edges at 
the upper ends of said bodies and which are ex 
posed, lie immediately adjacent each other and 
combine to form the exposed surface of the com 
plete packing element. When so arranged, the 
connected side edges of the sections f are dis 
posed at right angles to the upper and lower edges 
of said sections and likewise at right angles to 



2 
the backing sheet 3 to which the elongated flex 
ible bodies are secured. 
Thus when a large number of the bodies com" 

prising the folded strips are applied to a facing or 
backing sheet, the resulting structure produces 
a thick, flexible, resilient sheet that may be ef 
fectively used as a packing wrapper for furniture, 
bric-a-brac, glass and chinaware, or in fact all 
fragile articles, that are packed for transporta 
tion and also as a protective covering for large 
heavy articles of furniture having finished Sur 
faces that must necessarily be protected while in 
storage or transit. 
The layer formed by the flexible bodies when 

applied to a backing sheet as illustrated in Fig. 2, 
provides a highly effective packing due to the 
fact that it is soft, flexible, and to a certain degree 
elastic, and at the same time its resistance to 
crushing strains or pressure that tends to flatten 
the bodies against the backing strip is of consid 
erable degree due to the fact that the connected 
vertical edges of the sections or the lines of 
fold of the strip of flexible material forming the 
body, provides the desired reinforcement against 
pressures that are directed from the outer face 
of the backing sheet through the packing layer to 
the object or article that is covered thereby. 

in Fig. 3 I have shown the crimped and folded 
strips applied to only one side of a backing or 
facing sheet and, in Fig. 4 the crimped and folded 
strips are applied to both sides of an internedi 
ate flexible sheet, thus forming a protective pack 
ing element of double thickness. 

In Fig. 5 I have shown the crimped and folded 
strips positioned between and secured to a pair of 
facing sheets and, this latter structure may be 
employed in the production of lining elements 
placed beneath floor covers, such as carpets, rugs, 
and the like, for producing cushioning effects 
and minimizing wear on both the carpet or rug 
and the floor on which it is laid. 
Where the linings are produced for use beneath 

floor coverings, they may be treated with suitable 
chemicals to render them proof against moths 
and other insects. - 
By utilizing waste paper, such as discarded 

newspapers, magazines, and the like, in the pro 
duction of the crimped and folded strips, my in 
proved packing may be very economically manu 
factured and, as the crimped sections if of the 
strip are disposed endwise on the backing or 
facing sheet or sheets, the packing or lining in 
addition to having a marked degree of resiliency 
is highly effective in resisting. Sti’ains resulting 
from heavy pressures. 
Thus it will be seen that I have provided a 

packing and cushioning element that is relatively 
simple in construction, inexpensive of manufac 
ture, and very effective in performing the func 
tions for which it is intended. . 

It will be understood that minor changes in the 
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2,271,180 
size, form and construction of the various parts 
of my improved packing and cushioning element, 
may be made and substituted for those herein 
shown and described, without departing from 
the spirit of my invention, the scope of which 
is set forth in the appended claims. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A packing and Cushioning element compris 

ing a backing sheet of thin, flexible material and 
a plurality of elongated resilient flexible bodies 
Secured to said backing sheet, each of which 
bodies is composed of a ZigZag folded narrow 
strip of thin, flexible material, the upper and 
lower fold portions connecting successive, similar 
rectangular sections which will be substantially 
at right angles to said backing sheet, the upper 
exposed fold portions of the folded strips being 
adapted to resist applied crushing pressure. 

2. A packing and cushioning element compris 
ing a backing sheet of thin, flexible material, a 
plurality of elongated resilient flexible bodies se 
Cured to said backing sheet, each of which bodies 
is composed of a zigzag folded narrow strip of 
thin, flexible material, the upper and lower fold 
portions connecting successive, similar rectangul 
lar Sections which will be substantially at right 
angles to said backing sheet, the upper exposed 
fold portions of the folded strips being adapted 
to resist applied crushing pressure and which 
bodies of crimped and folded strips of flexible 
material are disposed in irregular compacted ar 
rangement on said backing sheet. 

3. A packing and cushioning element compris 
ing a backing sheet of thin, flexible material and 
a plurality of elongated resilient flexible bodies 
Secured to both sides of Said backing sheet, each 
of which bodies is composed of a zigzag folded 
narrow strip of thin, flexible material, the upper 
and lower fold portions connecting successive, 
similar rectangular sections which will be sub 
stantially at right angles to said backing sheet, 
the upper exposed fold portions of the folded 
strips being adapted to resist applied crushing 
preSSure. 

4. A packing and cushioning element compris 
ing a backing sheet of thin, flexible material, a 
plurality of elongated resilient flexible bodies 
Secured to both sides of said backing sheet, each 
of which bodies is composed of a zigzag folded 
narrow Strip of thin, flexible material, the upper 
and lower fold portions connecting successive, 
Similar rectangular sections which will be sub 
stantially at right angles to said backing sheet, 
the upper exposed fold portions of the folded 
Strips being adapted to resist applied crushing 
pressure and which bodies of crimped and folded 
strips of flexible material are disposed in ir 
regular compacted arrangement on said backing 
sheet. 
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